Books:  
- The Earth Book by Todd Parr  
- The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein  
- The Busy Beaver by Nicholas Oldland  
- The Wump World by Bill Pete

Movies: (Find on Amazon Prime Video; also check YouTube)  
- Brother Sun, Sister Moon (Zeffirelli’s film)  
- The Flowers of St. Francis

Good, Very Short Video  
- Francis: The Knight of Assisi

https://vimeo.com/139952849

(This music video is just a few minutes, but the story is so well told you or your child can tell the tale just from watching! You can purchase the whole movie but it is on DVD and not in downloadable format.)

More Videos about Catholic Saints and Heroes can be found at  
CCC of America but you must purchase, and they are not downloadable so you have to wait for the DVD to arrive after you order it.

https://www.cccofamerica.com/about-ccc/